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Abstract

Irradiation data\ recorded on vertical surfaces facing north\ south\ east and west and on a
horizontal surface every ten minutes during daylight hours from JanuaryÐDecember 0881 in
Valencia\ Spain\ have been compared with estimated solar irradiation from inclined!surface
models[ Results show that Hay|s model most accurately reproduces the variation in irradiation
on all vertical surfaces[

Hay|s model has been used to _nd the hourly variation in the optimum tilt angle for a South!
facing solar collector in Valencia\ Spain\ and also to calculate the yearly average of this angle[
This method has been compared with the results provided by another model that uses average
monthly values of daily irradiation derived from the same experimental data\ to calculate
average monthly values of the optimum tilt angle[ The results show that the method involving
monthly averages is more accurate and easier to work with[ Þ 0888 Elsevier Science Ltd[ All
rights reserved[

0[ Introduction

Accurate modelling of solar irradiation on tilted surfaces at several orientations is
needed for most of the practical applications of solar energy[ Horizontal solar global
radiation is the most commonly measured parameter^ many of the previous studies
ð0Ð2Ł have concentrated on estimating di}use and beam components of solar global
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radiation on a horizontal surface[ Modelling of solar irradiation on non!horizontal
surfaces is more complex due to the e}ect of di}use radiation anisotropy over the sky
dome\ and therefore needs additional information\ provided in most cases\ by beam
irradiation at normal incidence[

A number of models have been proposed to estimate solar radiation on tilted
surfaces ð3Ð09Ł[ In the present work several models are compared with experimental
data obtained in Valencia\ Spain[ This location is situated near the coast on the east
of the Iberian peninsula[ The data measured correspond to global solar irradiation
on vertical surfaces oriented north\ south\ east and west\ global solar irradiation on
a horizontal plane and beam solar irradiation at normal incidence[ The aim of the
comparison is to _nd the best model that can be used to calculate solar irradiance on
tilted planes in Valencia[

Working with the same irradiation data as in the evaluation of the models\ the
most accurate model is used to _nd the hourly variation in the optimum tilt angle for
a south!facing solar collector in Valencia\ Spain\ and also to calculate the yearly
average of this angle[ This method is compared with the results provided by another
model that uses average monthly values of daily irradiation derived from the same
experimental data in order to calculate average monthly values of the optimum tilt
angle[

The location where the measurements were performed "Faculty of Physics\ Burjas!
sot\ Valencia# is situated at 39 m above sea!level at a latitude of 28[4>N[ Obstructions
above the horizon are in general less than 3>\ except a small zone in the west[ A
previous paper ð00Ł describes site obstructions and the measuring set!up detail[

The experimental data were obtained every ten minutes for the period from 0st
JanuaryÐ29 June 0881[ Due to experimental errors there are uncertainties of up to
4) in the values of global radiation and 2) in the values of direct radiation[

1[ Models for calculating the solar radiation on an inclined plane

All the models assume that the total radiation "ITbAp# at a given orientation\ azimuth\
Ap\ and inclination\ b\ is the sum of the direct "IbbAp#\ di}use "IdbAp# and re~ected "IrbAp#
radiation]

ITbAp �IbbAp−IdbAp¦IrbAp "0#

In this study the re~ected radiation is not considered\ because an arti_cial horizon is
used on the measuring apparatus to block out any light re~ected from the ground[

For an inclined plane the direct radiation is calculated as follows]

IbbAp �In cos u\ "1#

where In is the direct normal irradiance and cos u is given by]

cos u� cos g sinb cos "As−Ap#¦sing cosb\ "2#

where g is the solar altitude and As is the solar azimuth[
Calculating the ~ux of di}use sky radiation is a much more complicated problem[
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The most accurate method is to solve the equation of radiative transfer for a turbid
atmosphere and then integrate it over the dome of the sky[ This\ however\ produces
complicated functions that use up a lot of computer time[

Many attempts have been made to produce an approximate model for the dis!
tribution of di}use sky radiation[ In this paper we will analyse radiation models that
use historical data of global radiation falling on a horizontal plane and direct radiation
at normal incidence in order to predict the di}use radiation on a tilted surface by
using various geometrical relationships[

The simplest model assume an isotropic distribution of di}use radiation\ whereas
the more complicated models divide the sky up into di}erent zones and use factors
that account for the uneven distribution of the di}use radiation[

In the case of overcast skies the assumption of isotropy is valid because the clouds
act like a perfectly di}using\ homogeneous and in_nite layer\ which gives an isotropic
di}usion[ However\ this assumption is not valid for clear or partially clouded skies
where there is an increase in di}use radiation in the zones near to the sun and to the
horizon[

1[0[ Isotropic model

This model\ attributed both to Liu and Jordan ð01Ł and to Kondratyev and Manovla
ð02Ł\ was the _rst to apply form factors to the study of solar radiation[ It assumes that
di}use radiation is isotropically distributed across the hemispherical sky and can be
written in the form]

IdbAp �Id99

0¦cosb

1
\ "3#

where Id99 is the di}use radiation on a horizontal plane[
In this model the radiation is independent of the orientation\ Ap\ of the plane[ We

would therefore expect it to produce good results for very overcast skies only\ where
the increase in intensity near to the sun is almost negligible[

1[1[ TempsÐCoulson model

Temps and Coulson ð09Ł developed a model from readings taken in clear skies[
They introduced geometrical terms into the isotropic model to take into account the
brightening of the sky in the region of the sun and at the horizon]

IdbAp �I d99 0
0¦cosb

1 1 00−sin2b

11 "0¦cos1u sin2"89−g##[ "4#

The _rst additional term is the correction for the area near the horizon and the second
is that for the zone around the solar disc[ It should be pointed out that\ apart from
only being valid for clear skies\ a weakness of this model is that for a horizontal
collector\ the expression does not reduce to Id99[
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1[2[ Klucher model

Klucher ð5Ł introduced the factor]

F� 0−0
Id99

IT991
1

"5#

to modulate eqn "4# as the sky changed from clear to overcast\ giving]

IdbAp �Id99 0
0¦cosb

1 1 00¦F sin2 b

11 "0¦F cos1u sin2"89−g## "6#

where IT99 is the total radiation on a horizontal plane[
Under overcast conditions\ when the ratio of di}use to total intensity\ Id99:IT99\ is

unity\ this model reduces to the isotropic model[ Under the clear sky where Id99:IT99

is small\ it reduces to the TempsÐCoulson model[

1[3[ Hay model

In this model ð4\ 03Ł di}use radiation is considered to be the sum of two parts] that
which comes from the area around the solar sphere and the isotropic radiation that
comes from the rest of the sky[ The contribution made by each component depends
on the transmissivity of the atmosphere^ this is included in the model in the form of
the coe.cient k\ which Hay calls the index of anisotropy]

k�
In

Isc

\ "7#

where Isc is the solar constant whose recommended value\ found by experiment is
025626 Wm−1[ When In is large there is a big amount of direct radiation meaning
that the transmissivity of the atmosphere is high^ when it is small\ the transmissivity
is low[

The di}use radiation from around the solar disc is given by the term]

Idsc �Id99

k cos u

sin g
\ "8#

using a form analogous to that used to calculate the direction radiation\ seeing as
that is the main contributing factor to this di}use component[

The isotropic radiation from the rest of the sky is given by]

Idsk �Id99

"0−k#"0¦cosb#
1

\ "09#

where the "0−k# factor shows the fact that the isotropic component is most important
when there is little direct radiation[
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It follows that the total di}use radiation is given by]

IdbAp �Id99 0k
cos u

sin g
¦

"0−k#"0¦cosb#
1 1[ "00#

Hay designed this model for south!facing surfaces[ For di}erent orientations\
especially north\ there is often no contribution from direct radiation[ In this case this
model reduces to the isotropic model[

There exist more complicated models ð3\ 7\ 8\ 00Ł and some of them\ like the Perez
model\ provide better results for all the planes ð04Ł[ Nevertheless\ if the study is
focused on the south plane\ accurate results can be obtained using some of the above
mentioned models[

2[ Evaluation of models

RMSD "root mean square di}erence# and MBD "mean bias di}erence# are statistical
estimators commonly used to evaluate the accuracy of models[ Since the two esti!
mators di}er and can give di}erent results\ all two were calculated for each model
and orientation[ RMSD gives positive values whilst MBD may be positive or negative\
with positive values corresponding to overestimation by the model[ Although solar
irradiation papers usually use absolute values when evaluating errors\ we have used
relative values for the RMSD in order to compare results[

Table 0 shows the errors for the total radiation for each one of the four models
and four orientations[ Standard deviation and relative standard deviation are also
included[ The error table show that\ in general\ the models slightly over!estimate the
radiation arriving planes oriented to the north and west\ where the mean error is
greater than zero\ whereas they underestimate the radiation on south and east!oriented
surfaces\ where higher levels of radiation would be expected[

For south!facing planes\ where most of the incident radiation is direct\ Temps and
Coulson\ Klucher and Hay models have similar small RMSD\ probably because their
di}use radiation predictions are almost negligible due to the dominance of the term
predicting direct radiation[ The isotropic model has a larger error because it is designed
to predict radiation for overcast skies\ where light from the solar disc is almost totally
dispersed resulting in an isotropic distribution of the di}use sky radiation[ Therefore
it is more accurate when the direct component is small[

For the north!facing plane\ where there is almost no direct radiation\ the Isotropic
model has the smallest errors because the anisotropy introduced by the other models
is not relevant for a plane where there is little or no direct radiation[ Also\ for a north!
facing collector Temps and Coulson model is signi_cantly less accurate than the other
models because it does not approximate to the Isotropic model when there is only a
small amount of direct radiation[

An overall evaluation of results shows that Hay model most accurately predicts the
variation in global irradiation over all vertical faces\ except for that facing north[ For
a north!facing plane the Isotropic model has smaller errors\ although it underestimates
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Table 0
Errors for the estimated total radiation in vertical planes

Isotropic T+C Klucher Hay

Vertical plane facing north

MBD 8[6 39[3 23[3 03[2
RMSD 17[6 44[7 49[1 23[0
S[D[ 16[9 27[4 25[4 20[9
RMSDR ")# 24[0 57[3 50[4 30[7
) S[D[ 22[9 36[1 33[7 27[9

Vertical plane facing south

MBD −47[1 −02[2 −12[2 − 7[4
RMSD 65[6 28[9 35[6 20[8
S[D[ 38[7 25[6 39[4 29[6
RMSDR ")# 11[4 00[4 02[6 8[3
) S[D[ 03[5 09[7 00[8 8[9

Vertical plane facing east

MBD −30[7 − 0[6 −09[2 −04[0
RMSD 68[0 52[2 53[6 40[9
S[D[ 56[1 52[2 52[8 37[7
RMSDR ")# 20[6 14[3 15[9 19[4
) S[D 15[8 14[3 14[5 08[4

Vertical plane facing west

MBD −06[1 17[0 05[9 12[9
RMSD 42[5 37[0 38[3 35[5
S[D[ 49[7 28[0 35[7 39[4
RMSDR ")# 20[6 17[4 18[1 16[5
) S[D[ 29[9 12[0 16[6 13[9

the amount of radiation more than the Hay model does^ so the Hay model would still
be recommended for use on all planes[

The results of the south!facing plane show that all the models gave a good agree!
ment\ but the Hay model was slightly better than the rest and is only marginally more
complicated to use than the isotropic model which is the simplest[

In comparison with other studies\ in particular Utrillas et al[ ð00Ł which was carried
out at the same site\ but using only data recorded during the winter months\ the errors
are of approximately the same order[ The errors in this study are slightly smaller\ but
this can be attributed to the fact the data recorded during the summer months for
this evaluation are likely to be more accurate due to the greater intensity of direct
normal irradiation and the absence of cloud cover in Valencia in the summer[
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3[ Optimum tilt angle based on yearly average solar radiation

From the results in the previous section it can be seen that the south!facing plane
gives the best results for all the models and also it is that plane that receives the most
radiation during the course of a year[ It follows that henceforth all calculations will
be carried out on south!facing planes only[

In order to use a model to determine the best inclination for a south!facing solar
collector\ a mathematical model describing the variation in the global and direct
irradiation over the course of a year needed to be developed[ Ideally\ to describe the
variation over the course of a year we would need to use values of the total daily
irradiation[ However\ this is not possible with the Hay model\ as it can only use
instantaneous values of radiation intensity\ or values integrated over a short period
of time that the solar altitude can be considered constant\ at maximum one hour[

It was decided instead to use the experimental data of irradiation integrated over
ten min at di}erent times of the day and to see how this varied over the course of a
year[ This would also enable us to see how the optimum inclination angle varied over
the course of a day[ Di}erent equations were tested to see which best described the
variation in radiation over the course of a year then the most accurate was selected
to be used in place of the experimental data used previously in the evaluation of the
models to give an expression that would describe the total radiation as a function of
the tilt angle\ assuming a south!facing collector[

For every hour from 96[99Ð06[99 h the value of irradiation recorded on the hour
was plotted against the day of the year[ All the graphs had approximately an obvious
sinusoidal appearance\ so a cosine graph was the _rst choice[ Following the Du.e
and Beckman|s approximation ð05Ł and taking account that the cosine cycle should
not begin on the _rst day of the year\ but on the 10st December "the winter solstice
when there is the minimum number of daylight hours# the _rst curve tried was]

IT99 �a−b cos 0
259
254

"D¦00#1\ "01#

where a and b are constants and D is the day of the year[
Equation "01# was used to _nd the global radiation on a horizontal surface[
Table 1 lists the equations describing the variation in radiation for each time[ All

equations are of the form] IT99 � a−b cosD?\ where D?� "259:254#"day of year#[
Although the curves gave a good _t to the data points for global radiation there are
still small errors[ The size of these errors depends on the value of cos ""259:254#
"D¦00#\ so vary constantly\ being larger in winter and smaller in the summer[
The maximum and minimum errors therefore refer to the errors at midwinter and
midsummer respectively[

For direct radiation of normal incidence the _t of these curves was signi_cantly
poorer than for the global radiation[ This is because the direct radiation is a}ected
more by the presence of clouds\ so\ many of the data points are lower than would be
expected at that time of year[ Again all equations are of the form In � a−b cosD?\
where D?� "259:254#"day of year#\ and are shown in Table 2[
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Table 1
Equations describing the daily variation in global horizontal irradiation recorded at di}erent times

Time "h# Max[ error ")# Min[ error ")# R

96[99 IT99 � 79[43Ð082[13 cos D? 6[8 5[6 9[83
97[99 IT99 � 118[51Ð118[95 cos D? 2[9 0[6 9[86
98[99 IT99 � 282[85Ð143[82 cos D? 1[4 0[0 9[86
09[99 IT99 � 437[36Ð159[24 cos D? 4[7 9[7 9[86
00[99 IT99 � 543[65Ð157[16 cos D? 1[0 9[5 9[86
01[99 IT99 � 691[91Ð156[82 cos D? 1[9 9[5 9[86
02[99 IT99 � 580[84Ð153[14 cos D? 1[9 9[4 9[86
03[99 IT99 � 510[98Ð150[82 cos D? 1[0 9[5 9[86
04[99 IT99 � 492[47Ð142[74 cos D? 1[0 9[6 9[86
05[99 IT99 � 235[04Ð123[24 cos D? 1[0 9[8 9[86
06[99 IT99 � 077[98Ð073[57 cos D? 0[7 1[5 9[85

Table 2
Equations describing the daily variation in direct normal irradiation recorded at di}erent times

Time "h# Max[ error ")# Min[ error ")# R

96[99 In � 050[78Ð113[53 cos D? 07[0 01[5 9[53
97[99 In � 296[74Ð106[14 cos D? 7[3 2[7 9[66
98[99 In � 354[01Ð025[37 cos D? 00[2 1[3 9[51
09[99 In � 460[68Ð72[444 cos D? 05[6 0[7 9[35
00[99 In � 513[26Ð64[867 cos D? 05[0 0[3 9[35
01[99 In � 527[88Ð63[135 cos D? 04[1 0[2 9[36
02[99 In � 516[12Ð73[621 cos D? 02[7 0[3 9[49
03[99 In � 483[64Ð091[95 cos D? 00[4 0[3 9[46
04[99 In � 414[36Ð021[88 cos D? 8[0 0[5 9[56
05[99 In � 395[45Ð055[22 cos D? 6[4 1[1 9[64
06[99 In � 151[40Ð077[80 cos D? 8[9 3[0 9[63

The horizontal di}use radiation\ is given by eqn

Id99 �IT99−In sin g[ "02#

From experimental data\ we have determined the curve that describes the variation
in the di}use horizontal irradiation at 01 noon "01[99 h#\ calculated using the above
method[ This curve\ plotted in Fig[ 0\ corresponds to eqn]

Id99 � 691[91−156[82 cosD?−"527[88−63[13 cosD?# sin g[

Max[ error� 04[2)^ min[ error� 0[3) "03#

The errors shown with eqn "03# are calculated from the quadratic sum of the errors
in direct and global irradiation\ hence the maximum and minimum values[

Using the Hay model\ the di}use horizontal and direct normal radiation was
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Fig[ 0[ Variation in Id99 at 01[99 h over the course of a year[

calculated for each hour[ This enabled the global radiation on a south!facing surface
at inclination\ b\ to be calculated using equations "0# and "00#[ Values of b were taken
at 4> intervals from 9Ð89>[ For each value of b the global irradiation was calculated
for the same time each day[ These values were summed to give an annual total which
was then plotted as a function of b[

In order to compare results\ the curves plotted at 97[99\ 01[99 and 03[99 h are
shown in Fig[ 1[ The curves appeared to have a quadratic form\ so the _rst equations
tried were quadratic polynomials[ However\ it was found that the accuracy could be
improved by using a third order polynomial "cubic# graph[ The equations of the
graphs are written in the form HT99 � a¦bb¦cb1¦db2[ Table 3 shows the equations
for all other times of day and the errors in the coe.cients are also shown[

By di}erentiating the equations listed in Table 3 with respect to b\ and then putting
the di}erentials equal to zero\ the value of b that gives the highest annual value of
radiation was found for each time[ This was repeated for every hour[ Figures 2 and 3
show that the angle\ bm\ that gives the greatest amount of annual radiation varies
depending on the time of day[ Figure 4 shows this variation plotted as a function of
the time of day[ Table 4 lists the optimum angle of inclination for each time and the
corresponding error in bm[

From Fig[ 4 we can see that between 09[99Ð03[99 h the optimum angle of inclination
varies only slightly with an average of 20[02>[ A reasonable hypothesis is that seeing
as we would expect the majority of the solar radiation to be collected in the hours
around midday\ a solar collector inclined at the average optimum angle for those
hours would collect the most radiation[ For testing this hypothesis in Fig[ 5 the global
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Fig[ 1[ Variation in the annual global radiation with the inclination of the plane at 97[99\ 01[99 and 03[99 h[

Fig[ 2[ Variation in annual global radiation with the inclination of the plane\ from 96[99Ð01[99 h[
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Table 3
Coe.cients for the equation HT99 � a¦bb¦cb1¦db2

Time "h# a b c d

97[99 72\759 "279# 313 "27# −02[9 "29[1# 9[9170 "29[9903#
98[99 032\509 "2059# 0120 "205# −12[4 "29[3# 9[922 "29[992#
09[99 199\999 "2199# 0869 "219# −22[3 "29[5# 9[928 "29[993#
00[99 127\799 "2299# 1329 "229# −39[1 "29[6# 9[934 "29[994#
01[99 144\599 "2299# 1469 "229# −31[7 "29[7# 9[937 "29[995#
02[99 141\399 "2299# 1339 "229# −30[5 "29[7# 9[938 "29[995#
03[99 115\199 "2299# 1939 "219# −25[4 "29[6# 9[936 "29[994#
04[99 072\569 "2089# 0308 "208# −17[3 "29[4# 9[932 "29[993#
05[99 015\129 "2009# 576 "200# −07[1 "29[2# 9[925 "29[991#
06[99 57\469 "239# 36 "23# −7[89 "29[00# 9[9173 "29[9997#

Fig[ 3[ Variation in annual global radiation with the inclination of the plane\ from 01[99Ð06[99 h[

horizontal radiation collected in the hours around midday are taken[ Due to the fact
that data from the whole year are used\ it is impossible to _t a curve to this graph[
Using data from a selected number of days in summer and winter\ the evolution of
the radiation with the time follows the approximation]
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Fig[ 4[ Variation of the optimum angle of inclination over the period of a day[

Table 4
Optimum tilt angle for each h

Time "h# bm "degrees# Error in bm "degrees#

97[99 06[2 9[3
98[99 16[8 9[6
09[99 20[1 9[7
00[99 21[9 9[5
01[99 20[7 9[7
02[99 20[9 9[7
03[99 18[5 9[6
04[99 15[5 9[6
05[99 19[0 9[4
06[99 1[6 9[1

IT99 � 0859"2089#−0979"269#t¦089"209#t1−01[0"29[4#t2¦9[133"29[900#t3

"04#
in summer and

IT99 � 7199"20399#−2599"2499#t¦379"259#t1−17"23#t2¦9[47"29[96#t3

"05#

in winter[
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Fig[ 5[ Variation in global horizontal radiation with the time of day\ for the whole year[

Correlations coe.cients R�9[88 and R�9[86 were found respectively for eqns
"04# and "05#[

By integrating eqns "04# and "05# it was found that in summer the amount of
radiation received between 09[99Ð03[99 h was 36) of the daily total\ and in winter
that _gure rose to 56)[ Therefore it is reasonable to suppose that an average yearly
optimum tilt angle would be approximated 20>[

4[ Optimum tilt angle based on monthly average solar radiation

In a recent study by Tiris and Tiris ð06Ł the optimum inclination angle for a
solar collector in Gebze\ Turkey was found using monthly averages of total daily
irradiation[ This would give the optimum tilt angle for each month of the year so that
a solar collector could be adjusted accordingly[ Following the procedure used by Tiris
and Tiris ð06Ł\ we have used an isotropic model ð07Ł for estimating the monthly average
daily radiation on a tilted surface in terms of the tilt angle\ b[ In this sense the
following expression can be used]

HTb �RHT "06#

where

R� 00−
Hd

HT1Rb¦Hd

0¦cosb

1HT

¦r
0−cosb

1
\ "07#
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and Rb is a function of the transmittance of the atmosphere\ r is the ground re~ectance\
b is the inclination of the plane\ and HT and Hd are the monthly average daily total
and di}use irradiation on a horizontal plane\ respectively[ The _nal term of this
equation refers to re~ected radiation which is being ignored in this study\ so eqn "06#
becomes]

HTb � "HT−Hd#Rb−Hd

0¦cosb

1
[ "08#

Rb depends on the atmospheric cloudiness\ water vapour and particulate concen!
tration\ but Liu and Jordan "0859# o}er the following approximation]

Rb �
cos "f−b# cos d sinvs¦"p:079#vs sin "f−b# sin d

cosf cos d sinv9¦"p:079#v9 sinf sin d
"19#

where v9 and vs are the sunset angles of\ respectively\ a horizontal and an inclined
plane[

In order to obtain HT and Hd values for each month\ graphs were plotted of global
horizontal and direct normal radiation against time\ as\ for example\ in Fig[ 6[ The
spread of results for each time of day refers to the variation in radiation levels over
the course of each month[ Hence\ a curve _tted to these results describes the monthly
average variation[ By integrating the equation of this curve from the hour of sunrise
to sunset the monthly average of daily radiation could be found[ A fourth order
polynomial curve was chosen to _t the curves shown in Fig[ 6[ Since the di}use

Fig[ 6[ Variation in global horizontal radiation with time for the month of June[
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Table 5
Monthly averages of daily global and di}use horizontal radiation

Month HT Deviation in HT Hd Deviation in Hd

"MJm−1 day−0# ")# "MJm−1 day−0# ")#

January 8[3 8[4 2[8 12
February 02[9 4[8 4[2 15
March 07[7 4[6 6[0 21
April 12[7 0[5 7[2 15
May 14[7 5[6 8[8 12
June 17[1 04 09[2 03
July 15[2 2[0 7[7 17
August 12[7 2[5 7[6 21
September 10[2 26 5[7 13
October 04[0 5[3 3[8 32
November 00[3 01[3 1[6 55
December 7[1 1[1 2[1 15

horizontal radiation was also needed\ it was also calculated\ using a fourth order
polynomial approach[

In order to integrate the equations analytically the average times of sunset and
sunrise for each month had to be found[ The obtained global horizontal\ HT\ and
di}use horizontal\ Hd\ monthly average daily values are listed in the Table 5[ Moreover
Table 5 shows the deviation of the values of HT and Hd from values calculated directly
from experimental data[

Using eqn "08# it was possible to plot graphs of the variation in average monthly
global radiation with the angle of inclination of the plane\ shown in Fig[ 7a and b[
The optimum tilt angle for each month is shown in Table 6[

For each month the average daily global irradiation was found for the optimum
tilted surface\ the one at 20>\ and a horizontal surface[ These results are listed in Table
7[ The errors shown for Hopt and H20 are calculated using the errors propagation
method[ It can be seen that the optimum tilt angle increases towards the beginning
and end of each year[ This is also the time when the greatest improvement is made on
the amount of radiation collected by a horizontal collector[ The total amount of
irradiation incident on a horizontal collector at Valencia is calculated to be 5725
MJm−1 per year[ The use of a collector at 20> instead of a horizontal collector
represents an increase of about 6) in the total amount of irradiation received[
Varying optimum tilt angle\ the annual irradiation received by the collector is about
8999 MJm−1\ which represents a signi_cant improvement of about 02)[

5[ Discussion

The extent to which the Hay model is useful for predicting the optimum tilt angle
for a solar collector is limited when compared to the model that uses monthly averages
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Fig[ 7[ Monthly average of daily global radiation on tilted surfaces] "a# JanuaryÐJune^ "b# JulyÐDecember[

of direct normal irradiation[ The major problem with using the Hay model is that it
restricts the data studied to values of irradiation integrated over a period of no more
than one hour\ which was why in this study it was only used with instantaneous values
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Table 6
Optimum tilt angle for each month

Month bm

"degrees#

January 47[4
February 38[9
March 24[9
April 19[9
May 3[49
June 9
July 2[9
August 03[4
September 18[9
October 34[4
November 59[9
December 50[9

Yearly average 20[9

Table 7
Monthly average of daily global radiation on optimum tilted surface and surface tilted at 20>

Month Hopt Deviation in H20 Deviation in
"MJm−1 day−0# Hopt ")# "MJm−1 day−0# H20 ")#

January 05[1 06 03[5 03
February 07[3 01 06[5 09
March 11[2 8[3 11[1 8[0
April 14[9 3[9 13[5 1[4
May 14[8 5[2 12[8 5[2
June 17[1 02 14[3 02
July 15[2 2[9 13[0 2[9
August 13[2 2[5 12[3 2[8
September 13[9 18 13[9 18
October 19[5 03 19[9 00
November 10[1 39 07[7 25
December 04[2 03 02[3 09

Yearly total 7031 02 6553 01
"MJm−1# "MJm−1#

of irradiation recorded every ten min[ This means that it is impossible to obtain an
overall picture of how much radiation can be collected over longer periods of time
such as a day or a year[ However\ the amount of irradiation received using the yearly
average of the optimum tilt angle is only 5) less than when changing the tilt every
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month and the former method may be preferred because it would involve cheaper
equipment and less work to leave the tilt angle the same all year round[

However\ by averaging the monthly values of the optimum tilt angle obtained using
the second method\ the same yearly average of 20> is attained[ Also\ there are several
other reasons why this method is preferable to using the Hay model[ Firstly\ the curve
_ts to the plots of the variation in global horizontal and direct normal radiation for
each month are more accurate than the curve _ts to the plots that show daily variation
in the same values at _xed times[ On the other hand the method of using monthly
averages of daily irradiation gives more useful results as it allows the calculation of
daily and annual totals of incident irradiation[ Finally\ although using the Hay model
predicts the hourly variation in the optimum tilt angle\ this does not take account of
the time of year\ which must be considered if the incident irradiation is to be maxi!
mised[ The monthly optimum tilt angle increases towards the beginning and end of
each year\ so it is probable that the hourly optimum tilt angles predicted also need to
be altered slightly to re~ect this monthly variation[

The results presented in this work concerning the optimum tilt angle are very similar
to those obtained by Tiris and Tiris ð06Ł\ as should be expected from the similar
latitudes of Gebze and Valencia[ Nevertheless\ the present study predicts slightly
higher values of incident irradiation\ due probably to lower levels of clouds cover in
Valencia[
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